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PARTNER IN DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
YOUR AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY 



ABOUT US
Sensus provides products & solutions that digitally enhance the dealership and service center 
environment online & in-store.
We offer the largest range of Automotive digital products that improve how you communicate 
with customers, run your dealership and service vehicles.

By partnering with renowned automotive technology providers worldwide, Sensus brings together 
a suite of digital products & solutions that enhance,

Your automotive technology partner in digital transformation

Customer experience - Lead generation - Sales conversion 
Staff performance – Business management 

Sensus is based in the Middle east with staff located throughout the MENA region and Asia. 
Currently, Sensus has customers spanning across 
19 countries, three continents and growing.  



OUR TECHNOLOGY
The Sensus model eliminates the hassle of dealing with multiple technology 
supplier channels by creating one central point of communication, streamlining 
the process of digitalising your whole business.
Sensus has built strong long lasting relationships with leading automotive 
technology providers worldwide and has built a reputation on integrity, 
transparency and trust. 
We have been chosen as the exclusive partner in the Middle East, Asia 
& Africa by  a number of world-class software and technology providers.

When it comes to digital, it's constantly evolving, so it's vital you are aware of 
the latest market trends and technology advancement to ensure you have a 
competitor advantage. 
The Sensus model allows for growth and new technology, welcoming new 
product lines where needed and constantly aligning customers with digital 
advancement. 

The latest technology, together in one place.



SOLUTIONS

Sensus looks at your business as a whole and assess the best solutions for 
each department collectively to tailor digital products and solutions to suit 
your business and your vision.

Assessing each of the touchpoints that connect your organisation from 
pre-sales to aftersales and ensures your online and offline departments 
connect seamlessly. 

BUSINESS

Dealer Management
Systemt

Aftersales
Technology

Showroom
Technology

Lead Generators Online Retailing Business Management

It's essential to take a holistic approach when digitalising your business. 

TO SUIT YOUR



TITAN DEALER

When choosing a Dealer Management System for your business, it is 
essential to select a DMS built and equipped for constant growth within 
the industry, a system that allows you to manage your entire business 
from a single login platform.

Titan DMS is a leading developer and supplier of cloud-based software 
solutions for automotive dealers and manufacturers. The Titan Dealer 
Management System is designed for global application and has been 
adopted by dealerships covering over 45 different automotive brands 
throughout Australia, Europe, South Africa, Asia, and the Middle East.

The leading developer and supplier of cloud-based 
software solutions for automotive dealers and manufacturers.

SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT
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Built on the latest technology stack, Titan DMS' cloud-based system has 
been specifically designed to evolve with industry changes and 
advancements in technology.

Delivering a dealer management system through an SaaS model, Titan 
DMS provides real time access to all users throughout the entire business, 
whether that be a small showroom, or a multi-site, multi-franchise dealership. 

Cloud-Based Software

One of the benefits of using the Titan Dealer Management System is that it’s 
built on an open platform.

By integrating with key third-party suppliers and manufacturers alike, Titan 
DMS creates a connected dealer environment, consolidating processes to 
minimise data entry and maximising efficiencies.
Running on a DMS without this technology could impede future growth, and 
restrict you from unifying other systems in the business. Digital innovation is 
inevitable, making it vital that the DMS running your dealership is ready to
 connect with new technology and advancements in the industry. 

Open Platform

Receive business data anywhere at any time, with Dealer Analytics.
Using an integrated, cross-department, cloud-based Dealer Management 
System combines your whole business data in once place,gathering enormous 
amounts of data every day, allowing for greater reporting capabilities within 
the DMS to monitor and manage the business. 
Dealer Analytics bridges the gap, crunching the numbers within the DMS to 
provide snapshots of key performance areas across multiple departments 
and dealerships.

Dealer Analytics 

To learn more, view Sensus DMS Brochure

DEALER
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM



LEAD GENERATORS

Social media management is the management of your online presence on social 
media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, by creating, publishing 
the content displayed on the platforms.
Our management includes a detailed analyse of the content performance and how 
to improve your overall social presence. Our team of social media experts accurately 
target your audience, so your content always reaches the right demographic.
We provide a weekly content plan to ensure we’re taking the right approach and our 
social media management aligns with your brand's vision.

Technology to increase leads and digital marketing
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Social Media Management & Reporting

This solution is a personalised video marketing tool allowing dealers and service centers 
to connect with their customer through video.
The solution is built on a user-friendly app, which allows you to send personalized video 
to your customers in a professional format regardless of the locations. 
When the customer opens the link, vital vehicle and business information can appeal 
persuading the customer to interact further.
Benefits
- Send personal or promotional videos directly to a customer.
- Can be sent via SMS or WhatsApp.
- Showcase your business, promotions and vehicles parts.
- Build relationships regardless of the time or location.
Customer interaction and video performance can be accessed in the solution admin center. 

Video Marketing App



Retargeting is an extremely useful online advertising method that targets 
visitors who have left your website to persuade them to return.

Retargeting advertisements increase vehicle page views by 40% 

Retargeting brings these high-value visitors back and keeps them engaged 
with your dealership. The module can see a shopper who has been on your 
website and retargets them with interactive ads on other websites wherever 
they are browsing on the internet – for example, news site and sports sites.
Only pay when the customer returns to your website.

Retargeting Advertisments

There was a dramatic shift in video engagement from 2020 to 2021 due to 
restrictions. It resulted in a significant increase in video watch time with 
projections indicating that over 80% of the global internet traffic in 2022, will 
come from video.
Now more then ever, digital marketing is vital for promoting your business. 
Using video marketing, allows you to showcase your business effectively, 
with a video that is direct, widely accessible and engaging, improving your 
overall customer interaction. 

Automotive Video Creation & Photography

Used For
- Vehicle lunches
- Event advertisements
- Marketing campaigns 

Services
- Vehicle lunches
- Event advertisements
- Marketing campaigns LEAD

GENERATORS
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ONLINE

Our 360 Vehicle spin solution, enable shoppers to explore a vehicle from
any angle on a dealer website. Delivering °360 interior and exterior vehicle 
experiences. The solution is the Patent holder for °360 digital vehicle 
presentation, with platform integration of over 50 website providers.
In under 5 minutes, a dealership can create °360 interior and exterior spins,
including live videos. This is 4-3 times faster than other photo methods. 
It's the closest way for a customer to get a complete view of a vehicle from 
the comfort of their own home, puting the customer in the driver’s seat with 
a Virtual Reality Experience. 

Technology for online retailing & customer engagement
RETAILING
360 Vehicle Spin Solution

Benefits
- 4-3 times faster than other photo methods.
- Puts shoppers in complete control of vehicle exploration.
- Embedded hotspots visually highlighting key vehicle details with 
clickable callouts.
- One-click inventory access to additional VDPs keeps shoppers on your site.
- Advanced photographic controls for highest image quality.
Our interactive vehicle spin is the competitive advantage that thousands 
of dealers worldwide use to keep shoppers on their site longer. 



Our virtual showroom technology enables customers to navigate around your online 
dealer website, browse cars, read vehicle information, book a test drive and purchase 
online. 
We use the latest camera technology and imagery editing, to turn your showroom into 
an accurate digital twin online, creating an interactive, virtual online experience. 
The technology easily imbeds into dealer websites, with the option to integrate your 
purchasing platform so the customer can quote, reserve and purchase the car entirely 
online.

Virtual Showrooms

Our automotive eCommerce platform will give your customers the ability to buy and 
reserve used cars on your website, plus PX and finance functionality. 
This software can take your dealer website to the next level. Even better, you have 
exceptional control over deposit and valuation rules, offering the flexibility you expect 
from your website.

Our E-commerce platform is a cost-effective way to bring your website into 
the 21st Century.

Some key functionality
- Dealer-location level settings to facilitate process across dealer groups and franchises
- Full purchase, finance, reservations and in-built PX
- Fully modular – turn features on and off as needed
-  Automated Rules Engine – apply sophisticated rules and criteria as needed to ensure
 the system works for your needs

E-Commerce

Benefits
- Easy integration to dealer website.
- Creates accurate digital twin of your showroom online.
- Integrates with e-commerce portal.

ONLINE
RETAILING



RETAILING
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This exciting tool allows you to create your own automotive app in your branding and 
logo. 
Once created, your app will be available to customers in the app store to download and 
easy access.

The app can be personalised and used to suit your needs and vision.
Marketing, New Car Sales, Pre-Owned Car Sales, Leasing Services and 
After Sales Services.

Mobile applications have proven to be quick and effective in engaging customer interest 
and communicating product launches, new services, promotional offers, improved 
features and more.

Automotive App

Benefits
- Create personalised customer accounts on your app.
- A Personalised App in business design and branding.
- Your own company app in the app store.
- Reduced Sms cost with direct messaging option.

ONLINE

This fully integrated and accessible Automotive platform delivers an 
outstanding customer experience while increasing business recognition 
and customer loyalty.



Our Automotive websites are built with a personalized approach, to fit your 
business vision and needs. Not only are our websites visually outstanding, 
but they built to increase customer interaction with the added option of our 
Super search module, an Instant at-your-fingertips keyword search aiming 
to help you get more details page views and therefore generate even more 
enquiries.

Powered by Uk’s leading digital automotive provider and have been at the 
forefront of creating bespoke websites for car dealers for nearly 20 years. 
With a creative team of 140, using the latest cutting-edge technology and 
user-friendly platforms, our websites are no doubtable leaders in the industry.
Our E-commerce technology works hand in hand with our bespoke automotive 
websites and Chatbot Technology. The software can take your dealer website 
to the next level, giving you control over deposit and valuation rules, offering 
the flexibility and a complete overview.

Automotive Websites

DEALER
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

Content Management - Allowing customers to manage their website, Giving 
clients control over their website through being able to edit flat pages, such 
as text, videos and pictures.
APIs and integrations - Our website technology has always been one of the 
most co-operative and flexible providers on the market and that is more 
apparent with their willingness to work with multiple third parties. 
This co-operative approach allows dealers to select suppliers that work with 
their business rather than ones mandated by a restrictive website supplier. 
Website personalisation - Statistics show that personalising websites to be 
dealer-specific can generate hundreds of extra leads. Our website 
personalisation facility intelligently tracks user activity and segments their 
behaviours, allowing you to target them with personalised content, making 
it relevant and more personal – which leads to significantly higher levels 
of leads.

ONLINE
RETAILING
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SHOWROOM
Technology to Digitalise your dealership, help with distant sales and 
customer engagement

Our events technology is solution which manages the marketing and bookings 
for your showroom event both on-line and instore. 
For showroom visits, you know your customers will want the peace of mind that 
they can visit your dealerships safely and that social distancing rules will be 
adhered to. The Event platform’s online booking system, with spaced 
appointments, automatic notifications and one-touch dealer control provides all 
the reassurance that both your customers and your sales teams need to have a 
truly successful and safe sales event in the current climate.
The system gives your customers the choice of a Video appointment, meaning 
you can run your whole showroom event online or you can run it as a blended 
showroom/online event. Providing complete flexibility, total control and peace of 
mind for your customers and sales team.
Benefits
- Easy integration with any dealer website.
- Connect with your database for each marketing.
- Ability to invite any website visitor to your event.
- Professional and personalized online booking forms.
- Increase customer booking and track performance.

Showroom Events

TECHNOLOGY



Increase your customer retention and manufacturer CSI through an integrated CRM
module within the Titan DMS.
Developing customer campaigns from within Titan DMS enables you to automate your 
customer experience based on the specific requirements of your dealership and the 
manufacturer.

Oversee every message being sent or automate it completely for no staff involvement.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

Our vehicle valuation for used cars empowers dealerships by giving them the vehicle 
appraisal tools to make data-driven decisions about used cars. 
Our industry-leading data, partnered with proprietary algorithms offer a fully automated, 
single platform for vehicle appraisal, price guidance and analysis. 
The platform supports all mobile and web devices, including Windows, Apple, Android, 
Web & Smart Watches.
Benefits
- Price guidance and analysis.
- Reduces paperwork.
- Eliminate mistakes of manual entry
- improve productivity

Vehicle Valuation

The integrated campaign designer allows dealerships to;
- Implement consistent customer service processes across all departments
- Send communications direct from within the DMS
- Automatically record all forms of contact with the customer
- Have a thorough and complete customer history.

SMS feature creates and delivers messages from within the system, allowing for;
- New customer acknowledgement, welcome message
- Service reminders and notifications on parts arrival
- Account follow up as well as emailing suppliers
- Promotional announcements and events

SHOWROOM
TECHNOLOGY



This solution is a personalised video sales tool allowing dealers to 
connect with their customer through video, at every stage of the 
customer journey from presales – to aftersales.

The solution is built on a user-friendly app, which allows you to send 
personalized video to your customers in a professional format regardless 
of the locations.

When the customer opens the link, vital vehicle and business information 
can appeal persuading the customer to interact further, book a test drive, 
reserve a vehicle and more
What can be sent on the App?
- Pre-recorded promotional videos.
- Personalised recorded videos.
- Event advertisements.
- Thank you – follow up messages.
- Sales personal or service center communication .
Benefits
- Send personal or promotional videos directly to a customer.
- Can be sent via SMS or WhatsApp.
- Showcase your business, promotions and vehicles parts.
- Build relationships regardless of the time or location.
All customer interaction and video performance can be accessed in 
the solution admin center.
 

Vehicle Sales App

SHOWROOM
TECHNOLOGY
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AFTERSALES
Technology to digitalis your service center and create a paperless 
environment.

Service advisors can find explaining vehicle repairs to customers difficult due 
to the technical aspect, especially when the customer has left the workshop 
and has to be contacted via telephone to get approval for essential repairs.
The result in customers failing to understand the technical language can result 
in a loss in service and repair revenue opportunities.

Our technical animations solution is a cloud-based product containing over 
450 service and repair animations that get the message across in a simple, 
engaging and effective way. 

Benefits
- Increase service and repair opportunities - Service advisor can show how each part of the car works visually 
- Can demonstrate what might happen if the issue being explained is not 
attended to, 
- Promotes up-sell opportunities that are typically difficult to explain via text 
alone.

Integrating Technical Animations with EVHC makes the acceptance process 
of the quotation easier. 

Technical Animations

TECHNOLOGY



autoVHC helps repairers to efficiently inspect, identify, communicate 
and sell additional work required during every workshop visit. autoVHC 
is a leading provider of automotive solutions aftersales technology. 
Since 2007 autoVHC electronic vehicle health check (eVHC) software 
has helped dealerships worldwide generate more than 750£ million of 
service business.

The platform is multi-lingual, allowing manufacturers to establish 
a standardised VHC process across their networks, delivering 
consistency of customer experience in keeping with their preferred 
brand values. 
The state-of-the-art mobile walk-around vehicle inspection feature can 
adapt to retailers of all sizes and any processes already in place. 
The system helps service workshops improve efficiency and identify 
additional repair issues, generating a complete vehicle inspection 
report which can be sent to the customer in an easy to understand 
format resulting in additional workshop sales.

autoVHC - Electronic Vehicle Heath Check

AFTERSALES
TECHNOLOGY



Features and Benefits
- Structured inspection process - Better control and measurement 
of inspection performance delivering higher revenue and profit on 
every service visit.
- Customisable templates - Allows the repairer to tailor the inspection 
to its preferred checklist.
- Native Technician application - Provides offline inspection capability 
avoiding dependence on WiFi connection.
- Optional photo and video add-ins - Improves customer trust and 
improves likelihood to purchase.
- Workflow management - Increases efficiency versus a paper-based 
process allowing a repairer to inspect, price and communicate offer in 
less time.
- Built-in analytics - Provides real-time performance analytics to allow 
management improve sales performance.
- Email and SMS communication - Gets the repair estimate quickly to 
the customer in a convenient format to improve authorisation rates and 
timing.
- Follow-up system - Prompts repairer to follow-up on work not 
purchased on the initial visit increasing retention, revenue and profits.

autoVHC - Electronic Vehicle Health Check

AFTERSALES
TECHNOLOGY



This exciting tool allows you to create your own automotive app in your branding and logo. 
Once created, your app will be available to customers in the app store to download and 
easy access.
The app can be personalised and used to suit your needs and vision and service center 
needs.

Our service center app gives customers the convenience of scheduling a service or repair 
directly on your business app. Aailable 7/24 to visitors to book their appointments.
With the option to create a full service booking module, part sales and more.

Service Center App

Benefits
- Create personalised customer accounts on your app.
- A Personalised App in business design and branding.
- Your own company app in the app store.
- Higher conversion on bookings.
- Aailable 7/24
- Customer appointment confirmation and reminders through 
the app

This fully integrated and accessible Automotive platform delivers an 
outstanding customer experience while increasing business recognition 
and customer loyalty.
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800AED

BOOK Your Service

AFTERSALES
TECHNOLOGY



BUSINESS 
Improving your Dealer Performance through business management and 
consultancy.
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Together with Snap-on Business Solutions a unit of Snap-on Incorporated
,$3.7 Billion S&P 500 Company, we provide business management services 
that give you the information your business needs to measure performance, 
manage operations, processes and plan the steps you should take to meet 
your objectives.

Making key decisions about the future of dealer networks requires high-quality 
usable information. Snap-on Business Solutions (SBS) business management 
services and expertise from our various resources helps transform dealer 
network data into usable KPIs that help monitor network health and identify key 
improvement opportunities by comparing them to various benchmark averages.

Snap-on Business Solutions have over 45 years of experience providing 
business management services that allow its customers to measure network 
performance, assess key improvement opportunities, and plan for growth. SBS 
now provide business management services in over 50 countries and to more 
than 30 brands.

MANAGEMENT
We provide a class-leading solution that includes an innovative and 
flexible technology platform, transparent access to real time information, 
detailed and summary reporting (shows key opportunities compared to 
average), and vast experience to design, implement, and successfully 
support services in local language through our regional offices and 
consultancy partners.
Our solution is tailored to the requirements of each customer and can be 
extended with complementary tools as required. A modular platform can 
be extended so both OEM and dealer network users can access tools 
such as business management, seeded business planning, forecasting, 
scorecard, and visits and actions information. All tools can be accessed 
through a single login.

Snap-on Business Solutions Business Management platform includes
- Dealer performance improvement – We turn raw data into useful business 
information. Our service collects dealership profit and loss and balance 
sheet data and provides innovative reporting in KPI formats that allow users 
to select benchmark averages that help them understand areas for dealer 
improvement.
- Risk analysis - Provides dealership profitability information so that dealer 
financial stressors can be anticipated and avoided.
- Future planning - Benchmarks and historical dealer data help with planning 
for the future and What if analysis.
 



BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT

FIND OUT MORE
The Sensus team has an extensive background in working with some of the biggest names 
inthe technology and automotive sector worldwide.
Our team understand that when customers are applying new business technology, you need 
to consider the implementation process, change management, staff training and more. 
At Sensus, we lead with those factors in mind.
To arrange a product demonstration and personalised discussion with one of our product experts, 
contact us via below.

Your automotive technology partner in digital transformation

contact@sensusuae.com

www.sensusuae.com

/sensusdigitalsolutions

+971 4887 9284


